
NAME + AGE:
CONTACT NUMBER:
BY FILLING IN THIS INFORMATION YOU WILL BE
ENTERED INTO OUR PRIZE DRAW

Please hand completed forms into the Help Point (96 Church
Walk) to collect a reward and be entered into the prize draw.
Contact information is purely for the use of entry to the competition

and will be destroyed once the winners have been picked. MAP 2
Bramble’s back and he’s brought his friends too!

Bramble agreed to meet his friends at the Help Point, but he’s not turned up... Help Derek the
Donkey, Bonnie the Bunny and Lola the Lamb search for Bramble so they can enjoy their trip!

1. Derek the Donkey left the Help Point and saw
his two favourite things - board games and
coffee!

2. Lola the Lamb turned the corner and saw a
cool karate demonstration, she wanted to join in.

3. Bonnie the Bunny needed a new book to read
so she walked over to somewhere she could
borrow one.

4. Derek went round the corner towards the
indoor shopping centre and he could smell some
yummy sausages...

5. Lola had spilt some of her snacks over her dress,
so she decided to get it cleaned.

6. Bonnie saw a cool new toy in the window of a
nearby shop and popped in to have a look.

7. Lola could see a shop selling paint further up and
went to see what she could find.

8. Derek went outside for some fresh air and saw
some cool charity furniture bargains!

9. Bonnie went up the road to look for some snazzy
new glasses.

10. Lola wanted to look for a new home in Burgess
Hill, but got distracted by the rhino on the roof!

11. The animals went back down towards Church Walk,
stopping off at the nearest building society to talk
mortgages...

12. On the way back to the Help Point, Derek popped
into a shop to search for a second-hand book.


